
 

 

MDispersion series mail server V 3.1.3 Firmware Update 

 

Available Software Version 

3.1.2.1 / 3.1.2.2 / 3.1.2.3 

 

Attention 

The system will not reboot after upgrading and will resume the suspended services. 

 

 

 

Update Items 

========================================================================== 

※Mail Server※ 

Service Management→ 

(01) Added“New WebMail (https) Service”. 

(02) Added“WebMail Trust PROXY IP”. 

(03) Added“WebMail API Automatic Login”. 

(04) Added the description of“WebMail Verify Server Name - White List”. 

(05) Fixed an issue where users could not log in to the Webmail with  

“IMAP”&“IMAPS service”disabled. 

(06) 【Admin-Automatic Logout After Inactivity/Idle】 Fixed an issue where an error message 

popped up in some cases. 

 

 

※Anti-Virus※ 

Anti-Virus Engines→ 

   Updated ClamAV to version 0.103.5. 

 

 

※Anti-Spam※ 

Anti-Spam Engines→ 

  【Link Filter】Canceled the URL detection while connecting. 

 



 

 

 

※User Management※ 

Create Account→ 

   【AD account authentication】Fixed an issue where some accounts could not sync due to case 

                               sensitivity. 

 

 

※System Management※ 

High Availability→ 

(01) 【High Availability/Mail Backup】Fixed an issue where the functions were affected by the 

abnormal backup process in some cases. 

 

SSL Certificate→ 

(01) Fixed an issue where connection to the management interface would fail when users entered   

          the wrong “Subject Alternative Name”. 

(02) 【SSL Certificate Info. > Restore Default SSL Certificate】Fixed an issue that did not restore the  

     SSL certificate. 

(03) Fixed an issue where a display error occurred when users were automatically logged out after 

          inactivity. 

 

 

※Webmail※ 

Mail→ 

(01) Fixed an issue that caused blank verification emails of digital signatures. 

(02) Fixed an issue where attachment files did not appear in the drawing/x-dwf format. 

 

Contacts→ 

(01) Users now can add shared contacts to the contact group. 

(02) Fixed a vulnerability in the import function. 

(03) Fixed an issue that caused the“add/edit contact group” name display error. 

(04) Fixed an issue that caused an error on macOS 12 beta in some cases. 

 

Calendar→ 

(01) Now displays other invitees in the invitation. 



 

 

 

(02) Users can re-reply to the invitation. 

(03)【CalDAV】Added notifications. 

(04)【CalDAV】Supports macOS/iPhone reminders. 

(05) When an event is canceled, it will also be deleted from the invitees’ calendars. 

(06) Now supports“Task list”and we fixed an issue where“Task list”would cause calendar 

anomalies. 

(07)【CalDAV】Removed calendar sharing function. (Users have to set calendar sharing on 

Webmail) 

(08)【CalDAV】Users now can invite non-local accounts. 

(09) When adding & modifying event invitations, changes will be synced with the invitee’s personal 

calendars, including local users. 

(10) The system time zone will automatically adjust. 

(11) Fixed an issue where the status of the invitation was not correctly updated after users opened 

invitation emails in some cases. 

(12) Fixed an issue where calendar notifications were not displayed in some cases. 

(13) Fixed an issue that caused a display error of the calendar name in some cases. 

(14) Fixed an issue where information could not be synced to the server after users responded to 

event invitations on macOS in some cases. 

(15) Fixed an issue where events created in Thunderbird were not displayed on Webmail. 

(16) Fixed an issue where events could not be deleted after being added on macOS in some cases. 

(17) Fixed an issue where users could not add CalDAV accounts on macOS in some cases. 

(18) Fixed an issue where calendars could not sync on macOS in some cases. 

(19) Fixed an issue where invitations created on macOS did not show correct inviter information on 

Webmail. 

(20)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where the calendar name on macOS would change after syncing. 

(21)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where users could not remove invitees on iPhone after syncing. 

(22)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue when users added events to the calendar shared by other users, the 

event publisher would become “other users”. 

(23)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where events were in the wrong time zone on Webmail when syncing 

calendars on Thunderbird or MAC. 

(24)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue that caused layout error when syncing events added in Thunderbird. 

(25)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where an error occurred when a personal calendar created by event 

invitation was transferred to other calendars. 



 

 

 

(26)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where deleted or declined invitations are still displayed on the 

personal calendar. 

(27)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where the default calendar was deleted. 

(28)【CalDAV】Fixed SQL Injection vulnerabilities. 

(29)【CalDAV】Fixed an issue where an error occurred when updating calendar events due to the 

incorrect update of time-related fields. 

 

Setting→ 

(01)【Profile > Password】When two-step verification is turned on, users have to use it to log in after 

changing their passwords. 

(02)【Profile > Binding LINE Notify】Fixed an issue where users could not receive notifications. 

(03)【Profile > Unusual Login Notify】Fixed an issue where changing the setting would cause other 

setting errors. 

(04)【Signature/Automated Reply】Enhanced security. 

 

APP→ 

(01) Fixed an issue where a new email did not display in the APP after users sent it via 

Thunderbird/Outlook. 

Outlook Connector→ 

(02) Fixed an issue where the program could not run in the 32-bit environment in some cases. 

(03) Fixed an issue where shared contacts sync failed when the Outlook configuration file had 

Exchange accounts in some cases. 

 

 

※PushMail※ 

(01) Z-push version now supports contact & calendar sync. 

[Supported model HERHSIANG_MailServer ( HMail P30 / MDispersion H168 / MDispersion 

H57TA2D / MDispersion H91X2D )]  

(02) Fixed an issue where users could still use PushMail when the function was disabled. 

 

 

※Others※ 

(01)【System】New Webmail interface (default port 999). 



 

 

[Supported model HERHSIANG_MailServer ( HMail P30 / MDispersion H168 / MDispersion 

H57TA2D / MDispersion H91X2D )] 

(02)【System】Users will log out of Webmail, APP, and New Webmail after changing their 

passwords. 

(03)【Home > POP3 Service/IMAP Service】Fixed an issue that caused the status display error in 

some cases. 

(04)【System】Fixed an issue where the system did not work properly after rebooting. 

(05)【System】Fixed an issue that caused the software-based system license error in some cases. 
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